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Range Safety Rules
1. All visitors must sign in and out
2. Airguns must be kept in their cases until you are on your appointed lane
3. Airguns must never be pointed at anyone or inappropriate targets
4. Airguns must only be loaded when the barrel is pointing down range on your appointed lane
5. Please do not shoot at ricochet backstops or range markers intentionally
6. Inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated, any offending guest or member will be asked to leave
7. Please refrain from cross lane shooting
8. Airguns must not be fired outside the ranges boundary
9. Your air rifle may be subject to random chronograph testing to ensure it is sub 12ft lb
10. Your air pistol may be subject to random chronograph testing to ensure it is sub 6ft lb
11. When refilling your pcp with air, you must ensure your airgun is unloaded with the magazine removed
12. Members are asked to observe time slots and respect the lane may be booked concurrently
13. Alcohol is not permitted on site
14. All members / guests under the age of 18 must be strictly supervised by a responsible adult whilst
using airguns
15. All accidents, incidents and near miss incidents must be reported to a range marshal
16. All members / guests are respectively requested to refrain from swearing
17. Smoking is not permitted on the gallery (Vaping is permitted as long as it does not cause offence)

Cease Fire Procedure
1. When the bell rings twice all airguns must be discharged, barrel broken, magazine removed as
required.
2. The barrel of the airgun must then be pointed to the tree marked with the Red Cross.
3. The range marshal will ask all persons on the range if they have made their airgun safe, once declared
safe the range marshal shall remove the red flag and unlock the gate so that targets can be collected /
placed as required.
4. Once all targets are collected and placed the range marshal shall ensure the range is clear, once clear
the gate is closed and the red flag erected. The bell is then rung once along with an oral declaration
that the range is live.

Note: During a cease fire you are requested not to handle any airgun
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